CEREBRAL ANEURYSM WALL STRESS AFTER COILING DEPENDS ON MORPHOLOGY AND COIL PACKING DENSITY.
Endovascular coil embolization is widely used to treat cerebral aneurysms as an alternative to surgical clipping. It involves filling the aneurysmal sac with metallic coils to promote the formation of a coil/thrombus mass (CTM) to protect the aneurysm wall from hemodynamic forces and prevents rupture. A significant number of aneurysms are incompletely coiled leading to aneurysm regrowth and/or recanalization. Porcine blood and platinum coils were used to construct an in-vitro CTM for uniaxial compression testing with coil packing densities (CPDs) of 10%, 20%, and 30%. Mechanical properties for each case were derived and used in finite element simulations of patient specific 3D reconstructions of aneurysms with simple or complex geometries. Reproducible stress/strain curves were obtained from compression testing of CTM and predicted by a polynomial mechanical response function. An exponential increase in the CTM stiffness was observed with increasing CPD. Elevated wall stresses were found throughout the aneurysm dome, neck, and parent artery in simulations of the aneurysms with no filling. Complete, 100% filling of the aneurysms with whole blood clot and CPDs of 10%, 20%, and 30% significantly reduced mean wall stress (MWS) in simple and complex geometry aneurysms. Sequential increases in CPD resulted in significantly greater increases in MWS in simple but not complex geometry aneurysms. These results provide a quantitative measure of the degree to which CPD impacts wall stress and suggest that complex aneurysmal geometries may be more resistant to coil embolization treatment.